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This one goes out to all the boys & girls who want to
get laid 2night
You better do it right and use the right protection

[Chorus:]
I wanna have safe sex tonight, that's just the way I do
I wanna have safe sex tonight, just between me & you

This is a message to the youngsters & the people out
there
In this world that we livin' in we better beware
We need love sex but with protection
We can take it to the car or the back of the club
Any place doesn't matter, baby gimme some love
If you're down with my style we can do it again
Turn around baby girl, that's how I get in

You remember the time when we got down after the
club right
You gave me your phonenumber and I called you right

[Chorus]

I got a story to tell about this lady that wasn't well
I met her a certain time ago, but which one I can't tell
Only one thing I remember I was out from smoking
ganja
She begged me to take her number after that I was
misled
We ended up in my benzy, all I heard was sucky sucky
sucky sucky sucky just the sound of giving head
I was like girl whatcha doing, what the hell just keep on
chewin'
Chewin' some way and guess what we started screwin'
And after we was done the misery all begun
Started asking me this question, so she named up in a
message
Some girls are the same think they're players in the
game
Representin' in some way, but where the hell they left
their brain
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She made me come come come come & come again
I love them girls but protection is my thing

[Chorus]

Hey you, don't be silly, put a condom on your willy
You're so hot hot hot
Hey you, don't be silly, put a condom on your willy
You're so hot hot hot

[Chorus]

Me & you, me & you, me & you
That's what to do
Me & you, me & you, me & you,
You're so hot hot hot
Me & you, me & you
Safe sex girl, that's the message
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